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2.1. Overview
The Metathesaurus is a very large, multi-purpose, and multi-lingual vocabulary database that contains 
information about biomedical and health related concepts, their various names, and the relationships among 
them. Designed for use by system developers, the Metathesaurus is built from the electronic versions of various 
thesauri, classifications, code sets, and lists of controlled terms used in patient care, health services billing, public 
health statistics, indexing and cataloging biomedical literature, and/or basic, clinical, and health services 
research. These are referred to as the "source vocabularies" of the Metathesaurus. The term Metathesaurus draws 
on Webster's Dictionary third definition for the prefix "meta," i.e., "more comprehensive, transcending." In a 
sense, the Metathesaurus transcends the specific thesauri, vocabularies, and classifications it encompasses.

The Metathesaurus is organized by concept or meaning. In essence, it links alternative names and views of the 
same concept and identifies useful relationships between different concepts.

The Metathesaurus is linked to the other UMLS Knowledge Sources – the Semantic Network and the 
SPECIALIST Lexicon. All concepts in the Metathesaurus are assigned to at least one Semantic Type from the 
Semantic Network. This provides consistent categorization of all concepts in the Metathesaurus at the relatively 
general level represented in the Semantic Network. Many of the words and multi-word terms that appear in 
concept names or strings in the Metathesaurus also appear in the SPECIALIST Lexicon. The Lexical Tools are 
used to generate the word, normalized word, and normalized string indexes to the Metathesaurus.

MetamorphoSys is the software tool for customizing the Metathesaurus for specific purposes. MetamorphoSys is 
also the installation program for all of the UMLS resources. UMLS licensees can download the UMLS 
Knowledge Sources from the UMLS Web site. To ensure proper functionality you should download and extract 
all UMLS data and zip files to the same directory.

2.1.1. Scope of the Metathesaurus
The scope of the Metathesaurus is determined by the combined scope of its source vocabularies. Many 
relationships (primarily synonymous), concept attributes, and some concept names are added by the NLM 
during Metathesaurus creation and maintenance, but essentially all the concepts themselves come from one or 
more of the source vocabularies. Generally, if a concept does not appear in any of the source vocabularies, it will 
also not appear in the Metathesaurus.

2.1.2. Preservation of Content and Meaning from Source Vocabularies
The Metathesaurus reflects and preserves the meanings, concept names, and relationships from its source 
vocabularies. When two different source vocabularies use the same name for differing concepts, the 
Metathesaurus represents both of the meanings and indicates which meaning is present in which source 
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vocabulary. When the same concept appears in different hierarchical contexts in different source vocabularies, 
the Metathesaurus includes all the hierarchies. When conflicting relationships between two concepts appear in 
different source vocabularies, both views are included in the Metathesaurus. Although specific concept names or 
relationships from some source vocabularies may be idiosyncratic and lack face validity, they are still included in 
the Metathesaurus.

In other words, the Metathesaurus does not represent a comprehensive NLM-authored ontology of biomedicine 
or a single consistent view of the world (except at the high level of the semantic types assigned to all its 
concepts). The Metathesaurus preserves the many views of the world present in its source vocabularies because 
these different views may be useful for different tasks.

Although it preserves all the meanings and content in its source vocabularies, the Metathesaurus stores this 
information in a single common format. The native format of each vocabulary is carefully studied and then 
"inverted" into the common Metathesaurus format. For some vocabularies, this involves representing implied 
information in a more explicit format. For example, if a source vocabulary stores its preferred concept name as 
the first occurrence in a list of alternative concept names, that first name is explicitly tagged as the preferred 
name for that source in the Metathesaurus.

2.1.3. Need to Customize the Metathesaurus
Because it is a multi-purpose resource that includes concepts and terms from many different source vocabularies 
developed for very different purposes, the Metathesaurus must be customized for effective use in most 
specific applications. Your decisions about what to include in your customized subset(s) of the Metathesaurus 
will have a significant effect on its utility in your systems. Vocabulary sources that are essential for some 
purposes, e.g., LOINC for standard exchange of laboratory data, may be detrimental for others, such as Natural 
Language Processing (NLP). It can also be important to exclude a subset of the concept names found in a 
vocabulary source that is otherwise useful, e.g., non-standard abbreviations or shortened forms that lack face 
validity or produce spurious results in NLP.

The Metathesaurus contains source vocabularies produced by many different copyright holders. The majority of 
the content of the Metathesaurus is available for use under the basic (and quite open) terms described in 
Sections 1-11 and 13-16 of the Metathesaurus license. However, some vocabulary producers place additional 
restrictions on the use of their content as distributed within the Metathesaurus. The various levels of additional 
restrictions are described in Section 12 of the license. The level that applies to individual vocabularies is recorded 
on the UMLS Source Vocabulary Documentation page of the current UMLS release documentation and in the 
MetamorphoSys installation and customization program. If you already have a separate license for use of one of 
the source vocabularies, your existing license also applies to that source as distributed within the Metathesaurus. 
In some cases, you may have to request permission or negotiate a separate license with a vocabulary producer in 
order to use that vocabulary in a production system. There may be a charge associated with these separate 
permissions or license agreements.

The Metathesaurus is designed to facilitate customization. All information in the Metathesaurus is labeled as to 
its source(s), so it is possible to determine which concept names, attributes, and relationships come from which 
source vocabularies and which attributes and relationships were added during Metathesaurus construction. The 
labels allow you to subset the Metathesaurus by excluding information from specific source vocabularies, 
including those for which you do not have necessary licenses or permissions. It is also easy to exclude all source 
vocabularies that have particular restriction levels or all information in particular languages. In addition to 
identifying the source(s), restriction levels, and language of the information it contains, the Metathesaurus 
includes various more specific concept name flags and relationship labels that can help you to exclude content 
that is not relevant or helpful for particular applications.
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MetamorphoSys, the installation and customization program distributed with the UMLS, makes it easy to 
generate custom subsets. MetamorphoSys also includes default settings that generate subsets that may be 
generally useful. MetamorphoSys can also be used to change the default preferred names of concepts; to change 
the default character set (from 7-bit ASCII to Unicode UTF8); and to include versioned vocabulary source 
abbreviations in every Metathesaurus file.

2.1.4. Metathesaurus Release Formats
You may select from two relational formats: the Rich Release Format (RRF), introduced in 2004, and the 
Original Release Format (ORF). Both are available as output options of MetamorphoSys. All Rich Release 
Format file names have an extension (.RRF). Original Release Format files have no extension. Both formats are 
described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 (usually abbreviated as RRF and ORF).

The Rich Release Format has a number of advantages and is the preferred format for new users of the 
Metathesaurus and for most data creation applications.

2.2. Source Vocabularies
The Metathesaurus contains concepts, concept names, and other attributes from more than 100 terminologies, 
classifications, and thesauri, some in multiple editions. There is a concept in the Metathesaurus for each source 
vocabulary itself, which is assigned the Semantic Type "Intellectual Product". A special file (MRSAB.RRF and 
MRSAB in ORF) stores the version of each source vocabulary present in a particular edition of the 
Metathesaurus. All other Metathesaurus files that reference source vocabularies use "root" or versionless 
abbreviations, e.g., ICD9CM, not ICD9CM2003, thus avoiding routine wholesale updates to reflect the new 
versions. If you prefer versioned vocabulary source abbreviations in your custom Metathesaurus subset files, 
MetamorphoSys offers this option.

A complete list of the Metathesaurus source vocabularies with their root and versioned source abbreviations 
appears on the UMLS Source Vocabulary Documentation page of the current UMLS release documentation. The 
list is alphabetized by the abbreviation for that vocabulary source that is used in the Metathesaurus. The UMLS 
Source Vocabulary Documentation page includes other information: the number of its concept names that are 
present in the Metathesaurus, the type of hierarchies or contexts it has (if any), and whether it is one of the small 
number of source vocabularies that is not routinely updated in the Metathesaurus.

The Metathesaurus source vocabularies include terminologies designed for use in patient-record systems; large 
disease and procedure classifications used for statistical reporting and billing; more narrowly focused 
vocabularies used to record data related to psychiatry, nursing, medical devices, adverse drug reactions, etc.; 
disease and finding terminologies from expert diagnostic systems; and some thesauri used in information 
retrieval. A categorized list of the English-language source vocabularies is available.

2.2.1. Inclusion of U.S. Standard Code Sets and Terminologies
The Metathesaurus includes terminologies and code sets mandated for U.S. use in electronic exchange of clinical 
and administrative health data.

2.2.2. Inclusion of Languages Other Than English
The Metathesaurus structure can accommodate translations of its source vocabularies into languages other than 
English. Many translations in many different languages are present in the current edition of the Metathesaurus. 
The Metathesaurus includes many translations of some source vocabularies, e.g., NLM’s Medical Subject 
Headings (MeSH) and the International Classification of Primary Care; one or a few of others, and, in many 
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cases, only the English version. As previously explained, MetamorphoSys makes it easy to create a subset of the 
Metathesaurus that excludes the languages that are not relevant in a particular application.

2.3. Concepts, Concept Names, and Their Identifiers
The Metathesaurus is organized by concept. One of its primary purposes is to connect different names for the 
same concept from many different vocabularies. The Metathesaurus assigns several types of unique, permanent 
identifiers to the concepts and concept names it contains, in addition to retaining all identifiers that are present 
in the source vocabularies. The Metathesaurus concept structure includes concept names, their identifiers, and 
key characteristics of these concept names (e.g., language, vocabulary source, name type). The entire concept 
structure appears in a single file in the Rich Release Format (MRCONSO.RRF). An abbreviated version of the 
concept structure is split between two files in the Original Release Format (MRCON and MRSO).

2.3.1. Concepts and Concept Identifiers
A concept is a meaning. A meaning can have many different names. A key goal of Metathesaurus construction is 
to understand the intended meaning of each name in each source vocabulary and to link all the names from all 
of the source vocabularies that mean the same thing (the synonyms). This is not an exact science. The 
construction of the Metathesaurus is based on the assumption that specially trained subject experts can 
determine synonymy with a high degree of accuracy. Metathesaurus editors decide what view of synonymy to 
represent in the Metathesaurus concept structure. Please note that each source vocabulary’s view of synonymy is 
also present in the Metathesaurus, irrespective of whether it agrees or disagrees with the Metathesaurus view.

Each concept or meaning in the Metathesaurus has a unique and permanent concept identifier (CUI). The CUI 
has no intrinsic meaning. In other words, you cannot infer anything about a concept just by looking at its CUI. 
In principle, the identifier for a concept never changes, irrespective of changes over time in the names that are 
attached to it in the Metathesaurus or in the source vocabularies.

A CUI will be removed from the Metathesaurus when it is discovered that two CUIs name the same concept – in 
other words, when undiscovered synonymy comes to light. In these cases, one of the two CUIs will be retained, 
all relevant information in the Metathesaurus will be linked to it, and the other CUI will be retired.

Retired CUIs are never re-used. Each edition of the Metathesaurus includes files that detail any such changes 
from the previous edition. One Metathesaurus file (MRCUI.RRF and MRCUI in ORF) tracks such changes from 
1991 to the present, allowing you to check the fate of any CUI that is no longer present in the Metathesaurus.

2.3.2. Concept Names and String Identifiers
Each unique concept name or string in each language in the Metathesaurus has a unique and permanent string 
identifier (SUI). Any variation in character set, upper-lower case, or punctuation is a separate string, with a 
separate SUI. The same string in different languages (e.g., English and Spanish) will have a different string 
identifier for each language. If the same string, e.g., Cold, has more than one meaning, the string identifier will 
be linked to more than one concept identifier (CUI).

2.3.3. Atoms and Atom Identifiers
The basic building blocks or "atoms" from which the Metathesaurus is constructed are the concept names or 
strings from each of the source vocabularies. Every occurrence of a string in each source vocabulary is assigned a 
unique atom identifier (AUI). If exactly the same string appears twice in the same vocabulary, for example, as 
both the long name and the short name for the same concept or as an alternate name for two different concepts 
in the same vocabulary source, a unique AUI is assigned for each occurrence. When the same string appears in 
multiple source vocabularies, it will have AUIs for every time it appears as a concept name in each of those 
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sources. All of these AUIs will be linked to a single string identifier (SUI), since they represent occurrences of the 
same string. Unlike string identifiers, a single AUI is always linked to a single concept identifier, because each 
occurrence of a string in a source can only have one meaning.

AUIs appear in the RRF (.RRF files), but not in the ORF.

2.3.4. Terms and Lexical Identifiers
For English language entries in the Metathesaurus only, each string is linked to all of its lexical variants or minor 
variations by means of a common term identifier (LUI). (In the Metathesaurus, therefore, an English "term" is 
the group of all strings that are lexical variants of each other.) English lexical variants are detected using the 
Lexical Variant Generator (lvg) program, one of the UMLS Lexical Tools. As similar tools become available for 
other languages, they may be used to create lexical variant groups in other languages. (In the meantime, the LUI 
for a non-English string is really another string identifier.)

Like a string identifier, the LUI for an English string may be linked to more than one concept. This occurs when 
strings that are lexical variants of each other have different meanings. In contrast, each string identifier and each 
atom identifier can only be linked to a single LUI.

2.3.5. Uses of Concept, String, Atom, and Term Identifiers
In the Metathesaurus, every CUI (concept) is linked to at least one AUI (atom), SUI (string), and LUI (term), 
but can also be linked to many of each of these. Every AUI (atom) is linked to a single SUI (string), a single LUI 
(term), and a single CUI (concept). Each SUI (string) can be linked to many AUIs (atoms), to a single LUI 
(term), and to more than one CUI (concept) – although the typical case is one CUI. Each LUI (term) can be 
linked to many AUIs (atoms), many SUIs (strings), and more than one CUI (concept) – although the typical case 
is one CUI.

In the abbreviated example in Table 1, Atrial Fibrillation appears as an atom in more than one source vocabulary 
and has a distinct AUI for each occurrence. Since each of these atoms has an identical string or concept name, 
they are linked to a single SUI. Atrial Fibrillations, the plural of Atrial Fibrillation, has a different string 
identifier. Since the singular and plural are lexical variants of each other, both are linked to the same LUI. There 
is a different LUI and different SUIs and AUIs for Auricular Fibrillation and its plural Auricular Fibrillations. 
Since Atrial Fibrillation and Auricular Fibrillation have been judged to have the same meaning, they are linked 
to the same CUI.

All of these identifiers serve important purposes in building the Metathesaurus, in allowing efficient and 
accurate customization for specific purposes, and in identifying changes in its concept and concept name 
coverage over time.

For example, CUIs link all information in the Metathesaurus related to particular concepts. In other words, a 
CUI can be used to retrieve all the concept names, relationships, and attributes for a particular concept that 
appear in any Metathesaurus file. CUIs also serve as permanent, publicly available identifiers for biomedical 
concepts or meanings to which many individual source vocabularies are linked. You are strongly encouraged to 
incorporate CUIs in your local applications – to support data exchange and linking and to assist migration 
between the use of individual source vocabularies should that become necessary in the future.
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Table 1. Concept, Term, Atom, and String Identifiers.

Concept (CUI) Terms (LUIs) Strings (SUIs)
Atoms (AUIs)

* RRF Only

C0004238
Atrial Fibrillation
(preferred) 
Atrial Fibrillations
Auricular Fibrillation 
Auricular Fibrillations

L0004238
Atrial Fibrillation 
(preferred)
Atrial Fibrillations

S0016668
Atrial Fibrillation 
(preferred)

A0027665
Atrial Fibrillation
(from MSH)
A0027667
Atrial Fibrillation
(from PSY)

S0016669
(plural variant)
Atrial Fibrillations

A0027668
Atrial Fibrillations
(from MSH)

L0004327
(synonym) 
Auricular Fibrillation 
Auricular Fibrillations

S0016899
Auricular Fibrillation
(preferred)

A0027930
Auricular Fibrillation
(from PSY)

S0016900
(plural variant)
Auricular Fibrillations

A0027932
Auricular Fibrillations
(from MSH)

2.3.6. Default Preferred Names for Metathesaurus Concepts
As a convenience for those who build the Metathesaurus, one string from one English term is designated and 
labeled as the default preferred name of each concept in the Metathesaurus. To avoid laborious selection among 
alternative terms and strings, selection of the default preferred name for any Metathesaurus concept is based on 
an order of precedence of all the types of English strings in all the Metathesaurus source vocabularies. Different 
types of strings, e.g., preferred terms, cross references, and abbreviations from each vocabulary, will have 
different positions in this order. The factors considered in establishing the default order of precedence include 
breadth of subject coverage, frequency of update, and the degree to which the source's concept names are used in 
regular clinical or biomedical discourse. The default order of precedence appears in MRRANK.RRF (MRRANK 
in ORF), and on the Source and Term Types: Default Order of Precedence and Suppressibility page of the 
current UMLS release documentation.

The default order of precedence will not be suitable for all applications of the Metathesaurus. The 
MetamorphoSys can be used to change the selection of preferred names to feature terminology from the source 
vocabularies most appropriate to particular user populations. For example, concept names from SNOMED CT 
may be preferred in clinical applications, and terminology from MeSH may be preferred in literature retrieval 
systems.

2.3.7. Strings with Multiple Meanings
In some cases, the same name (with or without differences in upper-lower case) may apply to different concepts, 
usually (but not always) in different Metathesaurus source vocabularies. In the abbreviated example that follows, 
the string "Cold" is a name for the temperature in one vocabulary. In another vocabulary, "Cold" is an alternate 
name for the "Common cold". In a third vocabulary, "COLD" is an acronym for "chronic obstructive lung 
disease". As a result, "Cold" or "COLD" appears as a name of more than one concept in the Metathesaurus.

2.3.7.1. Representation of Ambiguity in the Metathesaurus
Separate Metathesaurus files (AMBIGLUI.RRF and AMBIGSUI.RRF (AMBIG.LUI and AMBIG.SUI in ORF)) 
contain the LUIs and SUIs of all ambiguous terms and strings known to the Metathesaurus. See Table 2.
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Table 2. Representation of Ambiguity in the Metathesaurus.

Concepts (CUIs) Terms (LUIs) Strings (SUIs)
Atoms (AUIs)

* RRF only

C0009264
Cold Temperature

L0215040
cold temperature

S7669511
Cold Temperature

A15594156
Cold Temperature
(from MTH)

L0009264
cold

S0026353
Cold

A0040709
Cold 
(from LCH)

A4711382
Cold
(from SNOMEDCT)

C0009443 
Common Cold

L0009443
cold common

S0026747
Common Cold

A0041261
Common Cold
(from MSH)

L0009264
cold

S0026353
Cold

A0040708
Cold
(from COSTAR)

A2880095
Cold
(from SNOMEDCT)

C0024117
Chronic Obstructive
Airway Disease

L0498186
airway chronic disease obstructive

S0837575
Chronic Obstructive
Airway Disease

A0896021
Chronic Obstructive 
Airway Disease
(from MSH)

L0008703
chronic disease lung obstructive

S0837576
Chronic Obstructive
Lung Disease

A0896023
Chronic Obstructive 
Lung Disease
(from MSH)

L0009264
cold

S0474508
COLD

A10765219
COLD 
(from NCI)

A0539536
COLD
(from SNMI)

2.3.8. Concept Names Added During Metathesaurus Construction
Although the majority of concept names present in the Metathesaurus come from one or more of its source 
vocabularies, some concept names are created during Metathesaurus construction. This occurs in the following 
circumstances:

1. A unique name is created for a string with multiple meanings (the case explained in Section 2.3.7)
2. A more explicit name is created when none of the source vocabulary names for a concept conveys its 

meaning adequately
3. An American English variant is generated for a British spelling
4. An equivalent basic Latin ASCII character set string is generated for a string in an extended character set, 

such as Unicode
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Like all other concept names in the Metathesaurus, names created during Metathesaurus construction are 
labeled to indicate their source.

2.4. Relationships and Relationship Identifiers
The Metathesaurus includes many relationships between different concepts (in addition to the synonymous 
relationships in the Metathesaurus concept structure described in Section 2.3). Most of these relationships come 
from individual source vocabularies. Some are added by NLM during Metathesaurus construction. Some have 
been contributed by Metathesaurus users to support certain types of applications.

Relationships are expressed in terms of CUIs (in the RRF and ORF) and AUIs (in the RRF only). Metathesaurus 
relationship files do not include concept names.

In general, the Metathesaurus indicates the author of each relationship, that is, one of the source vocabularies, 
the Metathesaurus itself, or another supplier. Some relationships added in the early years of Metathesaurus 
development (less than 6 percent of the current total and declining) are attributed to the Metathesaurus, but 
actually came from specific source vocabularies.

2.4.1. Basic Categories of Non-Synonymous Relationships
The Metathesaurus contains non-synonymous relationships between concepts from the same source vocabulary 
(intra-source vocabulary relationships) and between concepts in different vocabularies (inter-source vocabulary 
relationships). The Metathesaurus does not include all possible non-synonymous relationships between the 
concepts it contains. It includes all relationships present in its source vocabularies and some additional 
relationships designed to connect related concepts. In general, the relationships asserted by source vocabularies 
connect closely related concepts, such as those that share some common property or are related by definition. 
For example, a member of a class of drugs (e.g., penicillin) will be connected to the name for the class (e.g., 
antibiotics); a bacterial infection will be connected to the bacterium that causes it.

2.4.1.1. Intra-Source Relationships
The majority of intra-source relationships are asserted or implied by the individual source vocabularies. Such 
relationships occur in a source vocabulary’s explicit or implied hierarchical arrangements or contexts, cross-
reference structures, rules for applying qualifiers, or connections between different types of names for the same 
concept (e.g., abbreviations and full forms). The primary Metathesaurus relationships file, that is, MRREL.RRF 
and MRREL in the ORF contains the "distance -1" hierarchical relationships, i.e., immediate parents, and 
immediate child relationships, as well as other types of intra-source relationships.

A subset of the contextual or hierarchical relationships is also distributed in a special contexts file (MRCXT.RRF 
and MRCXT in ORF) to facilitate the construction of user displays. A "computable" representation of the 
complete hierarchies is provided in MRHIER.RRF only. MRHIER.RRF, for example, represents all sibling 
relationships even when there are thousands of siblings. The UMLS Source Vocabulary Documentation page 
indicates which source vocabularies have hierarchical contexts, which of these allow concepts to appear in 
multiple hierarchies, and whether sibling relationships are represented in MRHIER.RRF.

ORF users may omit MRCXT if they do not want these selected, pre-computed contexts.

2.4.1.2. Inter-Source Relationships
The primary inter-source relationships in the Metathesaurus are the synonymous relationships represented in 
the Metathesaurus concept structure. The Metathesaurus also includes some relationships between non-
synonymous concepts from different source vocabularies. Some of these inter-source relationships are generated 
during Metathesaurus construction to connect specific "orphan" concepts (with few or no ancestors, or children 
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in their own source vocabularies) to the richer contextual information in another source vocabulary. Some are 
supplied by Metathesaurus users who find "like" or "similar" relationships a useful addition to the Metathesaurus’ 
relatively strict view of synonymy. In both cases, these relationships are distributed in MRREL.RRF and MRREL 
in ORF.

Many inter-source relationships between non-synonymous concepts are produced through specific efforts to 
create a mapping between two different source vocabularies. These mappings may be created by an individual 
source vocabulary producer, by a third party with a particular need for a mapping, or by NLM or under NLM 
supervision specifically for distribution within the Metathesaurus. The number of NLM-supervised mappings is 
expected to increase. There are specific Metathesaurus files for mappings in the RRF (MRMAP.RRF and 
MRSMAP.RRF). A subset of the mappings appears in MRATX in the ORF. Mappings involving SNOMED CT 
appear in the RRF only.

2.4.2. Relationship Labels
All relationships (outside the basic concept structure) in the Metathesaurus carry a general label (REL), 
describing their basic nature, such as Broader, Narrower, Child of, Qualifier of, etc., and are identified by their 
source. Most of these relationships are either directly asserted in a source vocabulary or are implied by the 
structure of the source vocabulary. A complete list of the general relationship labels appears in MRDOC.RRF 
and on the Abbreviations Used in Data Elements page of the current UMLS release documentation.

About a quarter of the relationships in the Metathesaurus also carry an additional label (RELA), obtained from a 
source vocabulary, that explains the nature of the relationship more exactly, such as is_a, branch_of, 
component_of. The Digital Anatomist vocabulary and RxNorm are examples of source vocabularies that include 
such relationship labels. A complete list of the additional relationship labels appears in MRDOC.RRF and on the 
Abbreviations Used in Data Elements page of the current UMLS release documentation.

2.4.3. Relationship Identifiers
Every relationship present in the Metathesaurus has a unique relationship identifier (RUI). The primary purpose 
of these identifiers is to enable easy detection of changes in relationships across versions of the Metathesaurus. 
The appearance or disappearance of a relationship identifier indicates a change in the relationships present in the 
Metathesaurus.

Some source vocabularies have their own relationship identifiers. Where they exist, these identifiers are also 
present in the Metathesaurus.

2.4.4. Relationship Groups
Relationship groups are source-asserted or implied associations of relationships that may be used to add 
meaning or clarity when multiple relationships are present. Together, each grouping may express a richer 
meaning than it would have ungrouped. Relationship groups can be identified in MRREL.RRF by rows that have 
the same AUI2 and the same numeric value for relationship group (RG). Numeric values for relationship group 
increase according to the number of relationship groups associated with the same AUI2. A null value indicates 
no grouping for the relationship is present. Relationships may be suppressible if considered obsolete, which is 
indicated by a value of O in the SUPPRESS field.

CUI1 | AUI1 | STYPE1 | REL | CUI2 | AUI2 | STYPE2 | RELA | RUI | SRUI | SAB | SL | RG | DIR | SUPPRESS |
CVF

C0024109|A3154872|SCUI|RO|C0264408|A2957612|SCUI|has_finding_site|R14028961|994883025|
SNOMEDCT_US|SNOMEDCT_US|0|Y|O||
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C0231335|A2926532|SCUI|RO|C0264408|A2957612|SCUI|occurs_in|R123147138|1795540028|
SNOMEDCT_US|SNOMEDCT_US|0|Y|N||

C0006255|A3104303|SCUI|RO|C0264408|A2957612|SCUI|has_finding_site|R98157815|3465258024|
SNOMEDCT_US|SNOMEDCT_US|1|Y|O||

C0028778|A2873893|SCUI|RO|C0264408|A2957612|SCUI|has_associated_morphology|R98053314|
3419439024|SNOMEDCT_US|SNOMEDCT_US|1|Y|O||

In this example, Relationship Group 0 groups the relationships from A2957612 “Childhood asthma” to 
A2926532 “Childhood” and A3154872 “Lung structure” to clarify that “Childhood asthma” is found in the lungs 
of children.

Relationship Group 1 groups the relationships from A2957612 “Childhood asthma” to A3104303 “Bronchial 
structure” and A2873893 to indicate that “Childhood asthma” is characterized by obstruction of the bronchi.

In SNOMEDCT_US, relationship groups are source-asserted. The SRUI field of MRREL.RRF contains the 
SNOMEDCT-asserted unique identifier assigned to the relationship. Please refer to the SNOMED CT Document 
Library for a detailed description of relationship groups in SNOMED CT.

In MeSH and MedlinePlus, relationship groups are source-implied by a Descriptor (SDUI) and Qualifier that 
appear under the same MeSH Mapped To Heading. Example from MeSH:

<HeadingMappedToList>
   <HeadingMappedTo>
    <DescriptorReferredTo>
     <DescriptorUI>D012694</DescriptorUI>
     <DescriptorName>
      <String>Serine</String>
     </DescriptorName>
    </DescriptorReferredTo>
    <QualifierReferredTo>
     <QualifierUI>*Q000031</QualifierUI>
     <QualifierName>
      <String>analogs &amp; derivatives</String>
     </QualifierName>
    </QualifierReferredTo>
   </HeadingMappedTo>
</HeadingMappedToList>

This association is represented in UMLS as a grouping of mapped_to and has_mapping_qualifier relationships 
that connect the AUIs corresponding to the DescriptorName and QualifierName strings to the AUI of the MeSH 
Mapped To Heading.

CUI1 | AUI1 | STYPE1 | REL | CUI2 | AUI2 | STYPE2 | RELA | RUI | SRUI | SAB | SL | RG | DIR | SUPPRESS |
CVF

C0002776|A3879704|SDUI|RO|C0067636|A0207764|SDUI|has_mapping_qualifier|R148279824||MSH|MSH|
1||N||

C0036720|A0115503|SDUI|RN|C0067636|A0207764|SDUI|mapped_to|R148155946||MSH|MSH|1||N||

The relationship group links the relationships to clarify that A0207764 “N-acetyl-4-nitrophenylserinol” is 
mapped to A0115503 “Serine” and has mapping qualifier A3879704 “analogs & derivatives”.
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2.5. Attributes and Attribute Identifiers
In the Metathesaurus, attributes include every discrete piece of information about a concept, an atom, or a 
relationship that is not (1) part of the basic Metathesaurus concept structure or (2) distributed in one of the 
relationship files.

2.5.1. Kinds of Attributes
The Metathesaurus includes concept attributes, atom attributes, and relationship attributes.

Concept attributes are added during Metathesaurus construction and apply to all names of a concept. For 
example, the Semantic Types "Pathologic Function" and "Finding" are attributes of the concept with the 
preferred name "Atrial Fibrillation" and are applicable to any atom connected to that concept.

Atom attributes come from a particular source vocabulary. Some of them are of general interest; others are 
relevant only to a particular source vocabulary. For example, the definition "Disorder of cardiac rhythm 
characterized by rapid, irregular atrial impulses and ineffective atrial contractions" is an attribute of the atom 
Atrial Fibrillation that comes from the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). It may be one of several definitions 
connected to names of this concept, because the Metathesaurus includes all definitions provided by any of its 
source vocabularies. Although this particular definition comes from MeSH, it might well be useful in 
Metathesaurus applications that otherwise do not use MeSH. In contrast, the date an occurrence of a string (an 
atom) was added to a source vocabulary applies only to that specific atom. The utility of specific atom attributes 
will vary considerably for different applications of the Metathesaurus.

Relationship attributes come from a particular source vocabulary and describe special characteristics of 
particular relationships in that source, e.g., refinability.

The majority of attributes are distributed in MRSAT.RRF and MRSAT in the ORF. In these files, each row 
contains the name of the attribute, the source of the attribute, and the value of the attribute, in addition to all 
appropriate identifiers. There are separate files for selected attributes such as the Semantic Types (MRSTY.RRF 
and MRSTY in the ORF) and the definitions (MRDEF.RRF and MRDEF in the ORF).

2.5.2. Attribute Identifiers
Each occurrence of each attribute within the Metathesaurus is assigned a unique attribute identifier (ATUI). The 
appearance or disappearance of ATUIs signals changes in the content of the Metathesaurus, thus ATUIs assist 
the efficient production of a complete change set for each new version of the Metathesaurus. ATUIs appear only 
in the RRF, not in the ORF.

2.6. Data About the Metathesaurus
The Metathesaurus contains a number of files that provide useful metadata, i.e., data about the Metathesaurus 
itself. The metadata files describe (1) characteristics of the current version of the Metathesaurus; (2) changes 
between the current version and the previous version; and (3) the history of concept identifiers (CUIs) from 
1991 to the present.

2.6.1. Characteristics of the Current Metathesaurus
There are discrete Metathesaurus files for:

• The names and sizes of every Metathesaurus file (MRFILES.RRF and MRFILES in ORF)
• The names and size range of every Metathesaurus data element (MRCOLS.RRF and MRCOLS in ORF)
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• The possible values for selected data elements that contain a finite set of abbreviated values (MRDOC.RRF 
only). Note: Eventually this file will include values for every data element that contains a finite set of 
abbreviated values.

• The source vocabularies in the Metathesaurus (MRSAB.RRF and MRSAB in ORF)
• The LUIs and SUIs for terms and strings that are known to be ambiguous, that is, to have multiple 

meanings (to be linked to multiple concept identifiers) within the Metathesaurus (AMBIGLUI.RRF and 
AMBIGSUI.RRF in RRF and AMBIGLUI and AMBIGSUI in ORF)

• The order of precedence of vocabulary source and term types that is used to compute the default preferred 
concept name for each concept in the Metathesaurus (MRRANK.RRF and MRRANK in ORF). Note: 
MetamorphoSys can be used to change this order.

MRCOLS, MRDOC, MRSAB, and MRRANK contain data that do not appear in the actual Metathesaurus 
content files. The others are computable from the Metathesaurus content files. They are pre-computed and 
provided in separate files as a convenience to users.

2.6.2. Changes Between the Current Metathesaurus and the Previous 
Version
Each version of the Metathesaurus contains a set of files that summarize changes from the previous version.

CHANGE/MERGEDCUI.RRF in the RRF (CHANGE/MERGED.CUI in the ORF) documents cases in which 
two discrete concepts in the previous version of the Metathesaurus are now considered to be synonyms.

CHANGE/MERGEDLUI.RRF in the RRF (CHANGE/MERGED.LUI in the ORF) documents cases in which two 
discrete terms in the previous version of the Metathesaurus are now identified as lexical variants of each other, 
based on the current version of luinorm (the program used to compute them).

Three files contain the CUIs, LUIs, and SUIs for Metathesaurus concepts, terms, and strings that appeared in the 
previous version, but are not in the current version (CHANGE/DELETEDCUI.RRF, CHANGE/
DELETEDLUI.RRF, CHANGE/DELETEDSUI.RRF in the RRF and CHANGE/DELETED.CUI, CHANGE/
DELETED.LUI, CHANGE/DELETED.SUI in the ORF).

Note: Future versions of the Metathesaurus change files will provide for relationships and attributes in the RRF 
only. The generation of these files is dependent on the relationship and attribute identifiers (RUI and ATUI) 
introduced in the 2004AA version of the Metathesaurus.

2.6.3. Historical CUIs
The retired CUI file (MRCUI.RRF in RRF and MRCUI in ORF) includes all CUIs present in any previous 
version of the Metathesaurus, but not in the current version. In general, the file maps the retired CUI to one or 
more current CUIs.

2.7. Concept Name Indexes
To assist system developers in building applications that retrieve all strings or concept names which include 
specific words or groups of words, three indexes to the concept names are provided: a Word Index, a Normalized 
Word Index (for English words only), and a Normalized String Index (for English strings only). The indexes are 
described in Sections 2.7.1, 2.7.2, and 2.7.3, respectively. To make the distinctions among them clearer, the 
examples include words or strings that would appear in each index for the following set of Metathesaurus 
concept names:

Lung Diseases, Obstructive (C0600260, L0024117, S0058463)
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Table continued from previous page.

Obstructive Lung Diseases (C0600260, L0024117, S0068169)

Lung Disease, Obstructive (C0600260, L0024117, S0058458)

Obstructive Lung Disease (C0600260, L0024117, S0068168)

2.7.1. Word Index

2.7.1.1. Description
The word index connects each individual word in any Metathesaurus string to all its related string, term, and 
concept identifiers. There are separate word index files for each language in the Metathesaurus.

There is one entry for each word found in each unique string in each language. Each entry has five sub-elements.

1. LAT - 3-letter abbreviation for language
2. WD - Word
3. CUI - concept unique identifier
4. LUI - term unique identifier
5. SUI - string unique identifier

2.7.1.2. Definition of a Word
In this index, a word is defined as a token containing only alphanumeric characters with length one or greater; 
for more information, see the SPECIALIST Lexicon and Lexical Tools.

2.7.1.3. Word Index Example
For the four example concept names listed above, the word index will contain multiple entries for each of the 
following words: disease, diseases, lung, obstructive. Two of the entries generated for the names Lung Disease, 
Obstructive and Obstructive Lung Disease are shown below:

ENG|disease|C0600260|L0024117|S0058458|
ENG|disease|C0600260|L0024117|S0068168|

2.7.2. Normalized Word Index

2.7.2.1. Description
The normalized word index connects each individual normalized English word to all its related string, term, and 
concept identifiers.

There is one entry for each normalized word found in each unique English string. There are no entries for other 
languages in this index. Each entry has five sub-elements.

1. LAT - (always ENG in this edition of the Metathesaurus)
2. NWD - normalized word
3. CUI - concept unique identifier
4. LUI - term unique identifier
5. SUI - string unique identifier

2.7.2.2. Definition of Normalized Word
The normalization process involves breaking a string into its constituent words, lowercasing each word, and 
converting it to its uninflected form. Normalized words are generated by uninflecting each word and stripping 
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out a small number of stop words. The uninflected forms are generated using the SPECIALIST Lexicon if the 
words appear in the lexicon; otherwise they are generated algorithmically.

2.7.2.3. Normalized Word Example
For the four example concept names listed above, the normalized word index will contain multiple entries for 
each of the following words: disease, lung, obstructive. Since the normalized word index contains base forms 
only, it does not contain entries for the plural "diseases". In this index, therefore, all four concept names are 
linked to the normalized word "disease", as follows:

ENG|disease|C0600260|L0024117|S0058458| 
ENG|disease|C0600260|L0024117|S0058463| 
ENG|disease|C0600260|L0024117|S0068168| 
ENG|disease|C0600260|L0024117|S0068169|

2.7.3. Normalized String Index

2.7.3.1. Description
The normalized string index connects the normalized form of a Metathesaurus string to all its related string, 
term, and concept identifiers. There is one entry for each unique (non-normalized) English string. There are no 
entries for other languages in this index. Each entry has five sub-elements.

1. LAT - (always ENG in this edition of the Metathesaurus)
2. NSTR - normalized string
3. CUI - concept unique identifier
4. LUI - term unique identifier
5. SUI - string unique identifier

2.7.3.2. Definition of Normalized String
The normalization process involves breaking a string into its constituent words, lowercasing each word, 
converting each word to its uninflected form, and sorting the words in alphabetic order. Normalized strings are 
generated by uninflecting each word, leaving out a small number of stop words. The uninflected forms are 
generated using the SPECIALIST Lexicon if the words appear in the lexicon; otherwise they are generated 
algorithmically.

2.7.3.3. Normalized String Example
Since the four example concept names listed above are composed of the same set of normalized words, the 
Normalized String Index will contain four entries for a single string: disease lung obstructive, in which the 
component normalized words appear in alphabetical order. The complete set of Normalized String Index entries 
generated by the four concept names is as follows:

ENG|disease lung obstructive|C0600260|L0024117|S0058458| 
ENG|disease lung obstructive|C0600260|L0024117|S0058463| 
ENG|disease lung obstructive|C0600260|L0024117|S0068168| 
ENG|disease lung obstructive|C0600260|L0024117|S0068169|

2.7.4. Word Index Programs
The programs that generate these indexes are written in Java. They may be of use to system developers who are 
developing their own interfaces to the UMLS data or for other purposes. Chapter 6 includes information about 
these and other lexical programs provided with the UMLS Knowledge Sources.
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2.8. Character Sets
The UMLS Knowledge Sources are distributed in Unicode (specifically, in the UTF-8 encoding of the Unicode 
4.0 standard [1]) to avoid complexity and information loss.

Unicode is a single unified and interoperable global standard, which includes the characters needed to write in 
any language (see www.unicode.org). Unicode also includes diacritical marks, ideographs, and scientific and 
other symbols. Most modern systems already use Unicode; we strongly encourage you to upgrade to Unicode 
compliant systems and software.

The 7-bit basic ASCII character set is the 'least common denominator' character set of 96 characters and symbols 
from the oldest ASCII standard. UTF-8 is identical to the ASCII encoding for characters in the 7-bit ASCII 
range, so that 7-bit ASCII files are automatically a correct subset of UTF-8. This means that sources originally in 
7-bit ASCII are unchanged. In the UMLS, the term 'extended characters' refers to all Unicode characters beyond 
this 7-bit ASCII subset. All other character sets are converted to, and distributed in, UTF-8.

Note that the UMLS LAT - Language of Term(s) - is the language the source declares. Since the world does not 
speak or write in 7-bit ASCII, sources often include extended characters for symbols or from other languages, for 
example in eponyms.

The MetamorphoSys default is to output all records and data in standard UTF-8. Checking the option to 
"Remove records containing extended UTF-8 characters" will exclude from your subset all terms and other data 
that contain extended characters. This will create gaps in the hierarchy and may cause loss of vocabulary which 
matters to your application.

For most English or Spanish sources, i.e., LAT = ENG or SPA, an equivalent 7-bit ASCII string is created for the 
UMLS to help users of older systems. If you wish to use them, these forms must not be excluded from your 
subset. These forms are created by the lvg program (see the Lexical Variant Generation section in Section 6.8). 
This program may be of interest to those who wish to do further conversions; it converts extended characters to 
an escaped form of the official Unicode character name to ensure that no information is lost. These names may 
not be "reader friendly" but are useful for some purposes such as indexing.

The initial byte order mark (BOM) character is not present in the UTF-8 encoded Metathesaurus files unless the 
option "Add UTF-8 BOM characters to output files" is selected on the Output options tab in MetamorphoSys.

Files will be in byte sort order (for example, with data in UTF-8, standard UNIX sort works as expected). Note 
that the UMLS data are intended to be manipulated with software tools such as database systems, so the sort 
order of the files should not matter.

2.9. Content Views
A Content View (CV) is any definable subset of the Metathesaurus that is useful for some specific purpose. 
Content Views are either created by NLM or submitted to the Metathesaurus by external authorities. 
Membership may be defined in a variety of ways, including:

• A list of Metathesaurus UIs (CUIs, SUIs, AUIs, etc.), maintained over time.
• A list of sources that participate in the view.
• A complex query or algorithm that computes sets of atoms, source concepts, or relationships based on 

well-defined criteria and may also be configured to include other connected information, such as 
attributes or relationships.

See the Content Views page for a list of Content Views in the current release.
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2.9.1. Representation of Content View Metadata in RRF
Higher level information about each Content View is included as a concept directly in the Rich Release Format 
(RRF) files as described below.

2.9.1.1. MRCONSO.RRF
Each Content View is represented by a concept in MRCONSO which has an atom with SAB=MTH and 
TTY=CV:

STR = <Content View Name>, e.g. ‘MetaMap NLP View’
CODE = NOCODE
TTY = CV
SAB = MTH
SAUI, SCUI, SDUI = null

2.9.1.2. MRSTY.RRF
Each Content View concept is assigned ”Intellectual Product” as the Semantic Type (STY).

2.9.1.3. MRSAT.RRF
Each Content View has required metadata attributes which appear in MRSAT:

ATN ATV

CV_ALGORITHM Content View algorithm

CV_CATEGORY Content View category

CV_CLASS Content View class

CV_CODE Content View code

CV_CONTRIBUTOR_DATE Date corresponding to the contributor version of this Content View

CV_CONTRIBUTOR_URL URL corresponding to the contributor version of this Content View

CV_CONTRIBUTOR_VERSION Version of this Content View submitted by the contributor

CV_CONTRIBUTOR Content View contributor

CV_DESCRIPTION Content View description

CV_IS_GENERATED Content View generated: Y/N

CV_MAINTAINER_DATE Date corresponding to the maintainer version of this Content View

CV_MAINTAINER_URL URL corresponding to the maintainer version of this Content View

CV_MAINTAINER_VERSION Version of this Content View submitted by the maintainer

CV_MAINTAINER Content View maintainer

CV_PREVIOUS_META Previous UMLS Metathesaurus version used to generate Content View. A null value means the 
Content View is generated based on current UMLS Metathesaurus version.

CV_SUBCATEGORY Content View subcategory

2.9.2. Extracting Content Views

2.9.2.1. Using MetamorphoSys
Content Views are designed to be extracted using MetamorphoSys.

To extract a Content View:
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1. Open the File menu on the UMLS MetamorphoSys Configuration screen.
2. Select “Enable/Disable Filter” --> “Content View Filter.”
3. Click “OK.”
4. Select the desired Content View(s) in the resulting configuration panel.

The Content View Flag (CVF) in a resulting RRF subset is set to an integer representing the sum of the 
CV_CODE values of the selected view(s) that apply to each data element. See the Content Views page for 
CV_CODE values. Note: CVFs are not represented in Original Release Format (ORF).

For example, if a subset is created for the “MetaMap NLP View,” the CVF is set to 256 (matching the CV_CODE 
attribute in the “MetaMap NLP View” metadata concept). If a subset is created containing two Content Views, 
the CVF for atoms participating in both Content Views is the sum of the CV_CODE values that apply in each 
case. For example, a subset containing atoms that participate in both “MetaMap NLP View” and the “CORE 
Problem List Subset of SNOMED CT” would have a CVF of 2304 (256 + 2048), the sum of the respective 
CV_CODE values for those two Content Views. Note: Some atoms in that subset would belong only to 
“MetaMap NLP View” and would thus still have a CVF value of 256, and others would belong only to the “CORE 
Problem List Subset of SNOMED CT” and would have a CVF value of 2048.

2.9.2.2. Directly from RRF files
Content View processing outside of MetamorphoSys requires bit field programming. If you have already created 
a UMLS subset, most RRF files contain a Content View Flag field to denote Content View membership. A CVF 
consists of an integer representing a bit mask. When interpreted as a binary number, each bit of the integer 
represents a particular Content View – up to a total of 64 views. These bits are assigned from least significant to 
most significant digit. Membership in a particular Content View is indicated by the presence of a “1” in the 
corresponding bit. A “0” indicates that it is not a member. The bit-string is converted into a decimal number for 
display. Thus if the 9th bit (256) and the 12th bit (2048) were each set to 1, the resulting value would be 2304 (or 
100100000000 in binary). The bit used by a corresponding Content View is defined by the CV_CODE attribute 
in that view’s metadata.

Consider the case of trying to find all rows in a MRCONSO table loaded from the MRCONSO.RRF file 
belonging to the “MetaMap NLP View.” Start by identifying all Content Views in the current subset:

SELECT * FROM MRCONSO WHERE TTY='CV';

Among other results, this query would yield the CUI of the desired Content View: C1700357. Next, query into 
MRSAT to reveal the Content View metadata, including the CV_CODE value:

SELECT ATN, ATV FROM MRSAT WHERE CUI='C1700357';

With the CV_CODE known (256) the final step is to identify the entries in MRCONSO participating in this 
Content View:

SELECT * FROM MRCONSO WHERE BITAND(CVF, 256) <> 0;

The CV_CODE for this Content View is 256. Any entry in MRCONSO participating in that Content View 
would yield a non-zero value when a BITAND operation is applied to the CVF using the CV_CODE (256). All 
entries not participating in the Content View would yield a zero value for this operation.

2.10. Mappings
Inter-source mappings in the Metathesaurus provide links from entities in one terminology (the source 
terminology) to entities in another terminology (the target terminology). Entities may be terms, codes, concepts, 
descriptors, or expressions. Mappings may be used for a variety of purposes, including:
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• reuse of data for another purpose (e.g. translating clinical information coded with SNOMED CT to 
ICD-9-CM for reimbursement purposes)

• retaining the value of data when migrating to newer terminology requirements (e.g. updating from 
ICD-9-CM to ICD-10-CM)

Given the diversity of mapping applications, it is important to understand the purpose, approach, and authority 
and validation of a mapping when evaluating it for a particular use case.

Inter-source mapping data are represented in MRMAP.RRF and MRSMAP.RRF, with auxiliary data in 
MRCONSO.RRF, MRSTY.RRF, and MRSAT.RRF. Mapping data may also be redundantly represented as 
relationships in MRREL.RRF.

2.10.1. Representation of Mappings in the Metathesaurus
Inter-source mapping data is represented using the following specifications (there may be exceptions, e.g. for 
map sets that have not been updated recently):

2.10.1.1. MRCONSO.RRF
For each map set represented in MRMAP.RRF, there is a single “Cross mapping set” concept in MRCONSO.RRF. 
Note that the CUI changes when the map set is updated from one version to the next.

Field values are assigned as follows:

• SAB: the source that asserts the mapping information. For example, LCH_NW provides one mapping: 
LCH_NW_2013 to MSH2015_2014_09_08 Mappings

The SAB for these map set atoms is “LCH_NW.”

• TTY: XM for all map set atoms
• STR: The atom name is created as “<VSAB> to <VSAB> Mappings <optional additional information>” 

For example:
⚬ SNOMEDCT_2011_07_31 to ICD9CM_2011 Mappings

• CODE: If an appropriate identifier for the map set is available from the source, it will be used as the 
CODE. SAUI, SCUI and SDUI may also be populated. If no source-asserted identifier is available, a CODE 
beginning with “MTHU” will be generated during Metathesaurus production.

Example:

C3826804|ENG|P|L11643734|PF|S14441772|Y|A23864609|LCH_NW|XM|MTHU000001|LCH_NW_2013 to 
MSH2015_2014_09_08|0|N|256||

2.10.1.2. MRSTY.RRF
All map set concepts are assigned an STY of “Intellectual Product”.

Example:

C3826807|T170|A2.4|Intellectual Product|AT201718383|256||

2.10.1.3. MRSAT.RRF
Every map set concept has numerous attributes in MRSAT.RRF which provide additional details. The following 
attributes can be found in MRSAT.RRF. The attributes are attached using STYPE=CODE.

Required Attributes:
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ATN ATV Valid Values

FROMRSAB Root source abbreviation for the "from" identifiers of a map set range=MRSAB.RSAB

FROMVSAB Versioned source abbreviation for the "from" identifiers of a map set range=MRSAB.VSAB

MAPSETRSAB Root source abbreviation for a map set - in general, the same as the value for 
FROMRSAB

range=MRSAB.RSAB

MAPSETVERSION Version of the map set N/A

MAPSETVSAB Versioned source abbreviation for the provider of a map set range=MRSAB.VSAB

TORSAB Root source abbreviation for the "to" identifiers of a map set range=MRSAB.RSAB

TOVSAB Versioned source abbreviation for the "to" identifiers of a map set range=MRSAB.VSAB

Optional Attributes: In general, these attributes are extracted directly from source-provided data and may have 
a diverse range of values and formats.

ATN ATV

MAPSETGRAMMAR Grammar used by expressions in FROMEXPR or TOEXPR fields

MAPSETNAME Official name of a map set

MAPSETREALMID Identifier of a "realm" to which a source is mapped, within which this cross mapping table is 
applicable. Used in cases where Realm specific business rules or guidelines alter the acceptable 
mappings. Realm is the same as used in SNOMED CT subsets. It includes a four character ISO6523 
identifier followed by an optional series of concatenated subdivision codes defined by the registered 
organization.

MAPSETRULETYPE Indicates the types of rules used in a map set and cross map targets to which a source is mapped.

MAPSETSCHEMEID Standard identifier for the scheme to which a map set belongs. This may be an International Coding 
Scheme Identifier (ISO7826) or an Object Identifier (OID) used as specified by HL7.

MAPSETSCHEMENAME Full name of the target scheme in a map set.

MAPSETSCHEMEVERSION Version number of the target scheme (as published by the issuing organization) in a map set.

MAPSETSEPARATORCODE XML entity code (for example, "&#x7c;" to represent the vertical-bar character) for the character used 
as a separator between the individual codes in the target codes field in a map set.

MAPSETSID Source asserted identifier for a map set. If present, matches the CODE in MRCONSO.RRF.

MAPSETTYPE Indicates the nature of a map set. Its value is map set specific. It can be used to indicate the inclusion 
of one to one, one to many, or rule based.

MAPSETXRTARGETID Map set target identifier used for XR mappings. Only used for map sets that explicitly map source 
codes to “nothing.”

SOS Scope statement

TARGETSCHEMEID Identifier for the target scheme in the map set. This may be an International Coding Scheme Identifier 
(ISO7826) or an Object Identifier (OID) used as specified by HL7.

Optional MTH Attributes: ATNs for attributes created during Metathesaurus source processing begin with 
“MTH_”.

ATN ATV Valid Values

MTH_MAPFROMCOMPLEXITY Two-part value indicating the complexity of "from" 
expressions used in a map set. Valid values can be combined 
in a comma-separated list

Part 1:
SINGLE, LIST, or 
BOOLEAN_EXPRESSION
Part 2:
AUI, CODE, CUI, LUI, SAUI, 
SCUI, SDUI, SUI, or STR
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Table continued from previous page.

ATN ATV Valid Values

MTH_MAPFROMEXHAUSTIVE Indicates whether or not the "from" source of a map set is 
completely mapped

Y/N

MTH_MAPSETCOMPLEXITY Indicates the overall complexity of a map set. To compute 
this field:

1. Compute FROMEXPR cardinality (left hand side) 
based on whether >1 FROMEXPR exists for same 
TOEXPR OR MTH_MAPTOCOMPLEXITY 
indicates MULTIPLE.

2. Compute TOEXPR cardinality (right hand side) 
based on whether >1 TOEXPR exists for same 
FROMEXPR OR MTH_MAPFROMCOMPLEXITY 
indicates MULTIPLE.

3. RULE_BASED if >1 non-null distinct 
MAPSUBSETID

N_TO_N, N_TO_ONE, 
ONE_TO_N, ONE_TO_ONE, 
or RULE_BASED

MTH_MAPTOCOMPLEXITY Two-part value indicating the complexity of "to" expressions 
used in a map set. Valid values can be combined in a comma-
separated list

Part 1: SINGLE, LIST, or 
BOOLEAN_EXPRESSION
Part 2: AUI, CODE, CUI, LUI, 
SAUI, SCUI, SDUI, SUI, or STR

MTH_MAPTOEXHAUSTIVE Indicates whether or not the "to" source is completely 
mapped

Y/N

MTH_UMLSMAPSETSEPARATOR The character used in the UMLS Metathesaurus as a 
separator between the individual codes in the target codes 
field of the cross map targets to which a source is mapped.

AND

Examples:

C3826807|L11643734|S14441772|A23864609|CODE|MTHU000001|AT197916839||MAPSETRSAB|LCH_NW|
LCH_NW|N||

C3826807|L11643734|S14441772|A23864609|CODE|MTHU000001|AT197916840||FROMVSAB|LCH_NW|
LCH_NW_2013|N||

C3826807|L11643734|S14441772|A23864609|CODE|MTHU000001|AT197916842||TORSAB|LCH_NW|MSH|
N||

2.10.1.4. MRMAP.RRF
MRMAP.RRF contains information on entities that are mapped to each other and on the source responsible for 
the mapping. See Section 3.3.13 for more information on this file.

2.10.1.5. MRSMAP.RRF
This file provides a simpler representation of most of the mappings in MRMAP.RRF to serve applications which 
do not require the full richness of the MRMAP.RRF data structure. See Section 3.3.14 for more information on 
this file.

2.10.1.6. MRREL.RRF
A subset of mappings is redundantly represented as relationships in MRREL.RRF, based on the following 
guidelines:

• FROMEXPR and TOEXPR are simple expressions
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• Map set is not rule-based
• REL is not XR
• Partial map sets may be represented in MRREL

There is currently no simple way of identifying cross-source mappings in MRREL.RRF. The RELAs for these 
relationships currently include “mapped_to/from,” “same_as,” “classified_as/classified_by” and the null RELA. 
All of these RELAs are also used for within-source RELAs. To identify cross-source mapping relationships, find 
MRREL.RRF cases where the AUI1 and AUI2 in MRCONSO.RRF have different SAB values and neither 
STYPE1 nor STYPE2 is CUI.
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